
Dear Twain - and the Chillun, 

Wylo. 
Lagoon. 

Feb. Ist. •58. 

A big parcel at the post office at Langebaan 
this morning. How do I thank you all? I never get presents 
like these. The wooden sandals are &spJcially lovely; they 
are like Brazilian Tamancas but far better finished. My two 
pirs of town-shoes are too precious for walking here (how many 
scores of miles do I walk a month?) and what I have left of old' 
shoes are tied together with string-. My new Tamancas were just, 
made foD the 1hDrn-strewn veld, and are so cool. I'm so grate
ful to you all. 

A seal alongside ha~ caught a stingray. It is 
as big as a large tea tray. He is tearing it to pieces by holding 
it in his jaws, jerking his head sideways and tearing the piece 
out. He swallows that p:::,iece and swims over to the mutiiated 
fish - and does it again. Fragments of fish are flying over· 
the water, and a screech of gulls han~s over him, diviRg for the 
small p1'ieces. The cabin is filled with the gr.easy smell of fish 
oil, and there is an oily slick where the meal is taking place. 



2. 

I never realised there was so much blood in a Ray; the water 
round is like Condy's Fluid ••••• or Port Wine. An ugly scene; 
the Cuttlefish are coming up from the bottom and swimming jerkily 
round in the blood. Are they drinking it? They have two ways 
of swimming; a leisurely way of winnowing along on a transparent 
frill which surrounds them, and~jet-propulsion method of expelling 
water from their ends which is so vigourous that they aan go 
flipping along on the surface like a stone doing 'ducks-and-drakes•. 
The wee Kl.ipfish that shelter under Wyl~ are darting out to pick 
up the tiny morsels too contemptible for everything else crowding 
in for a guzzle. 

Has the summer at the Cape been unusually hot? 
Up here 'the oldest inhabitant• tells,ne he never remembers such 
a summer. The temperature in the cabin has been up to 78 degrees 
quite often, and that's warm for the lagoon. The Cape - seen 
from the road as I walk daily to the farm for milk - seems always 

to lie beneath a •ceiling' of smoke; the top of Table Mountain 

alone visible, like the face of a ClOral reef at low tide. I 

try to imagine the temperature in the streets beneath that ceiling 
of steamer-smoke from the docks. 



Now, I dont want to get up to the .C.Y.C. basin until the 
end of this month; by that time the back of the summer has been 

broken. Trying to i:-,aint before that is impossible with flying 
dust, or precipitating smuts; and the heat in that little p,-uddle ••• v 

••••• ? 

Brian, I got a cheque 
Langebaan. I was so pleased. 

better wages· than for my first 

for seven guineas this morning at 
was it your influence? It is 

article to the maga~ine. If you have 
a copy to spare will you send Laurie Green a copy? 'Mimosa Flats. 

Beach Road. Sea Point•. HE could give an interesting article on 
yachting in the Uppington days. He tells me the man who wrote 
'Too Late for Tears' is writing Uppington•s biography. (Is it 
Ben~am.in Bennet? Laurie considers it a disaster, Uppington needs 
someone with Graham Greene's resources?) Must try to bribe Bill 

Bailey of the Crash-Boat section (with part of my seven guineas) to 
release some of the discarded chain from the Crash-Boat moorings. 
I lack the breeding for this sort of thing; offering 'inducements• •••• 
tous s•arrange,does•nt - with me. Did The Times take my small 
thing dealing with 'Ships that Pass •••••• '?. Miles of heavy dis-

. ' 
carded chain lie in the yard of the Crash•Boat Section - rotting·. 



The Thomases 
I5th to March I5th. 
iteed the hens. If I 
think I'd take it on. 

are leaving for Natal by car, from February 
They want me to take over the house, and 
could get some chain for Wylo's mooring I 

It would be an opportunity to come out and 
see you. Gray sent me an odd design from New York; an ocean 
cruiser with an iron keel 42 inches wide1 ~he odd reason: she'd 
take no harm in 'ordinary groundings'. 'Ocean cruiser', mark you. 
She has the Olin Stephens' hull, and if her grounding (while ocean
cruising,was not •ordinary') she would go over on her side; 42 
inches or no. 

Prosper you all, 


